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l Introduction, First Theorem. Let L denote the lattice of the
integers 0, 1, 2, ••• partially ordered by division. We study here
mappings

φ : φ0, φι, φ2, , Φn=Φ(n), '

of L into itself which preserve division; that is,

(i) If n divides m, then φn divides φm.

Since Φj divides every φn and every φn divides φQ, we lose little
generality by assuming

(ii) φo=O, φ1=l.

Any mapping with properties (i) and (ii) will be called a divisibility
sequence on L.

A mapping φ is said to be of "positive character" if

(iii) φnyθ for n>0.

A divisibility sequence of positive character will be called a normal
sequence or normal mapping of L.

In many instances, we are interested in the occurrence of multiples
of some assigned modulus m among the terms of a normal sequence φ.
If φr = 0 (mod m) for some r > 0 , we call m a divisor of φ and r a
"place of apparition" of m in φ. If in addition φsφ0 (mod m) for
every proper divisor s of r, r is called a '' rank of apparition'' of m
in φ. If m is not a divisor of φ, we assign to it the rank of appari-
tion zero, which is consistent with the definitions.

It follows that every modulus m has at least one rank of appari-
tion in φ. If each modulus has exactly one rank of apparition, we
say that φ 'i admits a rank function''. Indeed if the rank of m in φ
is denoted by ρ(m) then p is a divisibility sequence. Furthermore

(iv) φw = 0 (mod m) if and only if TZΞΞΞO (mod pm).

Under this condition, multiples of any integer m if they appear at all
in φ are regularly spaced as in the identity mapping i(ri)=n.

Normal sequences are of common occurrence in number theory
the totient function and its various generalizations [3, chap. 5] is a
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familiar example. For other examples and generalizations see [3, chap.

17], [4], [6], [9], [10].
Normal sequences with property (iv) are of considerable arithmeti-

cal interest, and special instances, notably the Lucas sequences [6]
have been intensively studied [1], [5].

We study here general properties of all divisibility sequences and
in particular develop necessary and sufficient conditions that a normal
sequence shall admit a rank function. Our first main result is as
follows.

THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a normal
mapping φ admit a rank function is that it have the following property:

(v) φ(pn)^yφ(qn) = φ(n) p, q any distinct primes.

Here we are using the lattice notation explained in § 3 the left side
of (v) is the greatest common divisor of φ(pn) and φ{qn).

2. Further Results, Second Theorem. Our other results are
formulated in terms of the notion of the " generator" of a normal
sequence. Let

(2.1) n = paιpa2 ... pak

be the prime factorization of any positive integer n of L. Define a
new mapping ψ of L by ^(0) = 0, ^(1) = 1 and

(2.2) Φ(n)=φ(n)+ f\

Then ψ is called the generator of φ. It has properties (ii) and (iii),
but not in general property (i). It is shown in § 5 that formula (2.2)
may be inverted to express φ in terms of ψ thus :

(2.3) Φ(*o=n π
 ΨIP*)

CO l < i < r

Here (c): l=cι, c2, •••, cr-l9 cr==n is a complete chain of divisors of n
in the lattice L, ci: covering cι+1 for i = l , 2, •••, r — 1. The indicated
least common multiple Γ\ of the products II </>(c{) is to be extended over
all such chains (c) of divisors of n.

For example, if n=12, there are three complete chains: 1, 2, 4,
12 1, 2, 6, 12 and 1, 3, 6, 12. Thus (2.3) becomes

Φ(12) = ^ 1 W 2 W 4 M W

Conversely, it turns out that if we start off with a mapping ψ of
positive character with ^ 0 = 0 , 4\=1 and define φ by (2.3), then φ is a
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normal mapping, and ψ is its generator. The relationships between
arithmetical properties of φ and ψ are developed in §§ 6 and 7.

If φ is of positive character, we may define a new numerical
function ζ by the Dedekind-Mobius inversion formulas [2, p. 61]

(2.4) ζ(n)=Uφl'}) φ(n)=Uζ(d).
dDn \dJ dDn

Here μ as usual is the Mobius function.
ζ is uniquely determined by φ, but does not define a mapping of

L because ζ(n) is not necessarily an integer. If ζ(n) is an integer for
every n, φ is evidently a normal sequence we call ζ in this case the
"Dedekind generator" of φ.

THEOREM 2. If φ is a normal sequence, then a necessary and suf-
ficient condition that φ admit a rank function is that its Dedekind
generator should exist, and be equal to its ordinary generator.

The best known instance of this theorem is when φ is the Lucas
sequence φn

=((χn — βn)Kcί — β) where p=a-t-β, q=<xβ are co-prime integers
chosen so that |p(/|> 1 \pz — 4(/|>0. Then ψ is the Sylvester [7]
cyclotomic sequence

ψn= II (a-e2^ β
\<r<n\

3 Notations* We use whenever convenient the standard notations
of lattice algebra for arithmetical division and its associated operations
over L considered as a distributive residuated lattice [8], [11]. We
thus write <O6, α=£6 and c θ 6 for "a divides 6", "a does not divide
b" and "a properly divides b". If neither cθ& nor D α , we say a
and b are "non-comparable". If alDb and a^x^b implies either a=x
or b=x we say "a covers b".

a\Jb, aΓ\b and ab stand respectively for the greatest common
divisor (g.c.d.), least common multiple (l.c.m.), and product of a and
b. If α:, α2, •••, αfc are k given integers of L, we write \Jaίf Γ\at and
Uai for their g.c.d., l.c.m. and product suppressing the range of i
where no confusion can arise.

If xxy denotes any one of the three operations x\Jy, x[\V or xy
in L, and φ is any mapping of L, we say that φ is " ^-factorable7' if
Φ(%*y)=Φ(%)*Φ(y) whenever χ\Jy=l and "completely ^-factorable >?

if φ(x*y)=φ(x)xφ(y) for every x, y. The star-product of two mappings
φ and θ is defined as usual by (Φ*θ)Λ=Φn*θn.
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In proofs we use when convenient n φ and <ί=φ for " implies", and
" implies and is implied b y " . We use without specific mention the
familiar formulas [12]

b\JaL=\Jbaiy bΓ\at=Γ\bai9

b\JO=bΓ\l=b 6\J1==1,

4- Divisibility Sequences, Binary Sequences. Let φ be any divi-
sibility sequence that is, a mapping of L with properties (i) and (ii)
of the introduction. Define <xo=βQ=O and

*n= Γ\ φ*, βn = 0 If
> n

Then a and β are divisibility sequences, and ψ=aβ. Furthermore a
is a normal mapping of L, while β consists exclusively of zeros and
ones. We call β a "binary (divisibility) sequence9'.

We may immediately obtain a binary sequence from any divisibility
sequence by reducing each term modulo 2. More generally, if m is any
modulus, we may obtain from the divisibility sequence φ a binary
sequence θ which describes the distribution of multiples of m in φ by
letting θn=0 or 1 according as ΦΞΞΞO or φφO (mod m). The sequences
obtained in this manner from linear divisibility [12] or elliptic divi-
sibility sequences [13] are usually periodic.

Again, if E is any subset of L with the properties that 0 is not
in E and if x is in E, so is every divisor of xy then the characteristic
function of E is evidently a binary sequence. A simple example is the
set of square-free integers the characteristic function is /Λ

Let β be any binary sequence. If βk=0, k is called a zero of β.
If in addition β&φθ for dΓDk, k is called a prime zero of β' The prime
zeros of β evidently form a multiplicative basis for the set of all zeros
of β. Perhaps the most interesting property of this basis is expressed
by the following theorem whose proof is left to the reader.

THEOREM. The zeros of a binary divisibility sequence have a finite
basis if and only if the sequence is periodic. The period of the sequence
is then the l.c.m. of the prime zeros of its basis.

5. The Generator of A Normal Sequence. From now on, all map-
pings considered are of positive character. Let ψ be any such mapping
with ^o=O, Φι = l and define a new mapping φ by means of formula
(2.3) and Φo=O, φι = l. Then φ is evidently normal. Hold n fixed, and
let (2.1) be its prime decomposition. Each complete chain
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(c): l = C i , c 2, •••, c r_i, c r = r c ; ct c o v e r s cι+ι

in the sublattice of all divisors of n is of the same length r=av + a,-\-
• •• +αfc + l, while cr_i is one of the k elements n\pi which cover n. We
may accordingly group the chains into k mutually exclusive classes
Ci by putting into class C,t all chains (c) with cr-ι=nlpi. But any chain
of class Ci consists of a complete chain of divisors of nlpi plus the
fixed element cr=n. Hence formula (2.3) may be written

where the inner l.c.m. is taken over all complete chains (c') of divisors
of njpi. Thus by (2.3) again

Therefore ψ is the generator of φ as defined in formula (2.2).
Conversely, if we define ψ by (2.2), we find by direct calculation

that (2.3) holds for small n. We therefore proceed by induction and
assume that (2.3) is true for all integers less than n, and hence in
particular for the k integers n\iρi which cover n.

On transforming the right side of (2.3) as in the first part of this
proof, we obtain by (2.2) and the hypothesis of the induction

Π D f e = Π Π ψcUΦn= Γ\ (Φn,#Ψn) = Ψn Γ\ Φn,Pi = Φn
(c) ί Ci ι ι *

Thus the formulas (2.2) and (2.3) are equivalent.

6. Factorable sequences. Various factorability properties of normal
sequences may be elegantly stated as properties of its generator. We
postpone the consideration of g.c.d. factorability until the next section,
since it is intimately connected with the existence of a rank function.
We omit proofs of the results stated here, since we merely wish to
show the importance of the notion of a generator.

Either of the following two conditions is necessary and sufficient
for a normal sequence φ with generator ψ to be product-factorable :

(6.1) φn

Here the product is extended over all prime powers pf dividing n.

(6.2) Ψnm=Ψn\J Ψm w, m co-prime.

A necessary and sufficient condition for φ to be l.c.m.-factorable is

that

(6.3) ^n=l i n n ° t a power of a prime.
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Any one of the following three sets of conditions are necessary
and sufficient for φ to be completely product factorable:

(6.4) φ(mn) = φ(mf\ή)==φ(m)\Jφ(n)t n, wΛ>l.

(6.5) φ(mn) = φ(m)\Jφ(n) if m, n are co-prime

and Φ(pa) = Φ(p) for every prime p.

(6-6) Ψ(n) = Φ(pif , P*)=Φ(Pi)Φ(ϊh), , Φ(Pic) .

Here as in (2.1), pl9 p2, , pk are the distinct prime factors of n.

7. G C D. factorable mappings* A mapping φ is said to be com-
pletely g.c.d. factorable if it has the property

(vi) φ{n\Jm)=φ{n)\Jφ{m).

Every such mapping evidently preserves division.

LEMMA 7.1. (Ward [14]): Conditions (iv) and (vi) are equivalent
for normal mappings of L; that is, a normal mapping admits a rank
function if and only if it is completely g.c.dc factorable.

Proof. Assume that φ is a normal mapping satisfying Condition
(iv). Let p=p(k) be the rank of k=φn\jφm in φ. Then p is positive.
Also fcDφn, φmz=)/On, mzφjθDwlJm^/Qφ(nVJm). But by (i),

lϊn, m=$φnUmΞ>Φn,

Hence Φn{Jm=φn\Jφm and (iv) implies (vi).
Conversely, let φ be a normal mapping with property (vi), and let

k be any modulus. If k is not a divisor of φ, the rank of k is zero,
and (iv) is satisfied. If A; is a divisor of φ, let φr be the first term
with positive index r which k divides. By (i),

92ΞΞΞO (mod r ) = > ( ^ ~ 0 (mod k).

Assume conversely that φ n =0 (mod k). Then by (vi), φMUr==0 (mod k).
But 0<[n\Jr<r. Hence n\Jr=r or w=0 (mod r). In other words,

φ n =0 (mod /c)=)n=0 (mod r).

Hence r is the rank of k in φ. Since fc was arbitrary, (vi) implies (iv),
which completes the proof.

The factorability condition on φ may be replaced by an equivalent
condition on its generator φ.

LEMMA 7.2 A normal mapping ψ admit a rank function if and
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only if its generator ψ satisfies the condition

(vii) φ(n)\Jφ(m)=l n, m non-comparable.

Proof. Assume that φ is normal, and admits a rank function, but
that (vii) is false. Then there exist integers n, m and a prime q such
that

(7.1) ^(w)=^(m)=0 (modi/), but nlpm, m/pn.

By formula (2.2),

(7Λ)z=$φ(n)=φ(m)~0 (mod q) .

Suppose that qa exactly divides φ(n) and qh exactly divides φ(m). We
may evidently assume that 6>α. Let r be the rank of qa in φ. Then
since WΞΞΞ̂ ΞΞΞO (mod r), we have n\Jm^0 (mod r). But if (2.1) gives
the factorization of n so that pu p,, - -, pk are its distinct prime
factors, then

(7.2) φin/p^φO mod qa, l<i<h.

For in the contrary case, φ{n)^^{) (mod q) and (2.2) together imply

φ(n)=ψ(n)f\φ(n-)=0 (modρα+1)

which is-a contradiction.
Now

(7.2)=>/;p,#0 (mod r) i = l , 2, - -, ft.

But ^ ^ 0 (mod r). Hence w=r and nZ5n\JmZ)m contradicting (7.1).
Therefore (iv) implies (vii).

Assume conversely that φ is normal with generator ψ satisfying
(vii). To show that φ then admits a rank function, it will suffice to
prove that every prime power qa has a unique rank of apparition in φ.
If qa is not a divisor of φ then it has the unique rank zero. If qa is a
divisor of φ then there exists a positive index r such that

(7.3) φr=»0 (modgα), φnφ0 (mod <f),

To prove that r is the rank of qa in φ, it will suffice to show that
if φw=0 mod (/ then ^̂ ΞΞO (mod r). This we do by contradiction. For
otherwise, there exists a least positive n^>r such that </̂ =0 mod gr\
but n, r noncomparable. Evidently, ψ.r=Q (mod q). Hence ψnφ0 (mod q)
by Condition (vii). But then formula (2.2) implies that Φ(W/^)Ξ=0

(mod Q'0') for some prime divisor pt of n. Therefore, by the minimal
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choice of n, either rlDn/pi or njp^r. In the first case, r^>n. In the
second case nlp^r so that by (7.3), nlpi = r and O ^ In either case
rjpn is contradicted. Hence (vii) implies (iv), which completes the
proof of the lemma.

8 Proof of Theorem 1. In view of Lemma 7.1, the proof of
Theorem 1, requires only the demonstration that if φ is normal,
Condition (v) implies Condition (vi) for pn\Jqn=n so that the impli-
cation (vi)=)(v) is trivial. Note also that (v) is essentially a weaken-
ing of (vi), since it amounts to asserting (vi) only in the special case
when n\Jπι covers both n and m.

Let φ be normal, and s a fixed positive integer. Then the normal
mapping θ defined by

(8.1) θ(n)=φ(m)lφ(s) , n=0, 1, 2, . .

is called a subsequence of φ. The following lemma is an easy con-
sequence of this definition.

LEMMA 8.1. If φ is normal, and has the property (v), then so has
every subsequence of φ.

LEMMA 8.2. If φ is normal, and has the property (v), then φ is
g.c.d. factorable; that is

(viii) φ(n)\Jφ(m) = l if n\Jm=l.

Note that by (ii), (viii) is a special case of (vi) the proof is by
induction on the number of prime factors of n and m. First if n and
m are distinct primes p and q, then (viii) follows from (v) on taking
n = l.

Suppose that n=p and m is the product of Z>2 primes, m=qu q2,
'--,qι where the q-h are distinct from p but not necessarily distinct
from one another. Assume that (viii) has been proved for n=p and
m a product of l — l primes. Now take p=p, q=qt and n=-m\qι in (v).
Then

φ{pmlqι)\Jφ{m) =

Now

Consequently,

by the hypothesis of the induction. Hence (viii) is true if n is a prime
number.
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Next assume that n=p1p2 pk is the product of /c>2 primes pt

distinct from all the primes q3 dividing m so that n\Jm=l, and also
assume that (viii) has been proved for n a product of ft —1 primes.
Now apply (v) with p=pk, q=qx and n=nmlpkq1. Thus

Now

nI5nm}qzi5φ(n)^φ(nmiq)z=^φ{n)\Jφ(nml

= φ(n)\Jφ(nml!pq)=φ(n)\Jφ(nmlpq1).

Repeat this argument replacing m successively by

mjqu mjq&i, , mjq1qi qt=l

and leaving n and p unchanged we find that

Φ(n) U φ(nmjp) = φ(n) \J φ{nm\pq^)

= Φ(n)\Jφ(nmlpq1q2)= . . . =φ(n)\Jφ(nlp) = φ(n[p).

But

) \J φ(m)=φ(n) \J φ(nm/p) \J φ(m)

by the hypothesis of the induction. Hence (viii) is true for every n
prime to m, completing the proof of Lemma 8.2.

Theorem 1 may now be proved as follows: Let φ be a normal
mapping satisfying (v) and let both n and m be positive, since (vi) is
trivially satisfied if w o r m is zero. Let s=n\Jm. Then n=nrs, m =
m's with nf{Jmf = l. Consider the subsequence θ of φ defined by (8.1).
By Lemma 8.1, θ has property (v). Hence Lemma 8.2 implies

Hence (v) implies (vi), completing the proof of Theorem 1.

9. Proof of second theorem—necessity. Assume that φ is normal,
and admits a rank function, and let ψ be its generator. We shall
show that

(ix) φ n = Π Φa
d

so that φ is the Dedekind generator of φ. The proof is based on a
consequence of Dedekind's cross-classification principle [2] namely
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LEMMA 9.1. If alf α2, , αfc are positive integers, then

aiΓ\a ιίλ ί\ak=Ώ a, Π {a\jat\Ja,) *Γ II (α^α*) Π (aλ\J<h\J<h\JaA

This result is a generalization of the familiar formula a1f\a2 = aιa2-^-a1\
and is perhaps easiest proved by showing that the highest powers of
p dividing both sides of the formula are the same.

On applying the result to formula (2.2), we obtain

n^

)\JΨ\ — ) )^\Ψ\ )\J 01-
pλj

)=0(w)-r Γ0(--) Γ\ Φ (--) Γ\ - Π0(

\, i , f n\ , , f n\\
)VJ Φ ( — ) \ J 0 ( - - ) ) •

Now since φ admits a rank function, φ is completely g.c.d. factorable
by Lemma 7.1. Therefore the formula above may be written

ψ(n)=φ(n)llφ( n

— l l φ ί - - ) l l φ

where μ is the Mobius function. Hence (ix) follows by the Dedekind
inversion formula, completing the proof of the necessity.

10, Proof of second theorem—sufficiency. Now assume that φ is
normal, and that its Dedekind generator exists and equals its ordinary
generator; that is, Condition (ix) is satisfied. We shall show that

(vi) </>(ri)\J</'(m) = l . 72, m non-comparable.

Hence it will follow from Lemma 7.2 that (ix) is a sufficient condition
for φ to admit a rank function.

Assume n, m non-comparable. Then if l=n(~\m, n<7 and m<7.
Let qlf q2, •••, q8 be the distinct prime factors of /, and let p be any
prime pa», pl)n the highest powers of p dividing φ(n) and ψ{n) respectively.

Now by formula (2.2),

Hence αι=6 i + αί/q, where aιlq is the largest of aιlqi> , aljQs. But by

(ix), at= Σ ^ Hence bd=0 unless d=-l or dZDllq.
dl
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Not both bn and bm are positive. For since nZ>l and wΓ^l, in the
contrary case rilDl/q and m^l\q by the remark above. But then I
= nΓ\mZ5llq so that g = l , contrary to q a prime.

It follows that p does not divide both ψ(ri) and ψ(τn). Since p was
an arbitrarily chosen prime, (v) follows, which completes the proof of
Theorem 2.

In closing, note that it follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 7.2
that if φ has the Dedekind generator ζ (that is,

ζ(n) = Π φ(nlayw

is an integer for every n) then a necessary and sufficient condition
that φ should admit a rank function is that its Dedekind generator
satisfy the condition ζ(n)\Jζ(m) = l if n, m are non-comparable.
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